
AACS Jr. Sr. High Phase II 
Continuation of Instruction 

Grades 7-12



Teacher Expectations

Teachers will be delivering learning in a variety of formats which will include but not be 
limited to the use of Google Classroom, Zoom, Castle Learning,  and  online Office Hours.  
The learning experiences may be either synchronous, asynchronous or both.

Note, teachers may not be directly engaging with students each day, but rather providing 
them with opportunities to learn material with routine opportunities for that direct 
connection.

The teachers will provide course work that can be completed independently, guide students 
through a variety of learning experiences and provide opportunities for students to ask 
questions and engage with the teacher remotely during scheduled online sessions.



Teachers Expectations-Focus of Phase II Instruction

Phase II instruction will provide a shift from review/skill practice to new instruction of 
essential learning. This is particularly important for Regents, AP, dual-credit, and 
sequential courses. 

Each teacher shall provide a consistent schedule for weekly “live” instruction at 
predictable times during the week while also helping to avoid conflicts for students who 
are attempting to connect with multiple teachers. These sessions may be recorded to be 
available for students.

Teachers will provide predictable study halls and office hours to  be available to assist 
students via online means such as Google Classroom, e-mail or Google Voice, Remind.



Teacher and Student Expectations-continued

Typical instruction for grades 7-12 will involve students logging into Google Classroom 
with assignments pushed out on Monday morning for all instructional areas. 

Throughout the remainder of the week, students will have opportunities for live virtual 
check-ins, Zoom classes, and the majority of  the time designated as time for students to 
complete the assignments. 

Assignments will typically be turned in for feedback on Fridays.



Student Expectations

The completion of learning experiences on the part of the student will remain flexible with 
respect to time, given that many students are being called upon to assist with home duties.

Students in grades 7-8 will continue use of Google Classroom with their Chromebooks. 
Students will be learning around 2.5 hours to 3.0 hours each day, doing work and 
connecting with their teachers.

Students in grades 9-12 will continue the use of Google Classroom with their 
Chromebooks. Students will be learning approximately 2.5 to 4.0 hours each day, doing 
work and connecting with their teachers and classmates.



Communication and Support

Teachers will make every effort in working with the school counselors to identify 
students/families who are not engaging and collaborate with the administration to 
re-engage the students.

Most teachers will leverage Google Classroom to provide the learning opportunities for 
students.

Staff will be checking email regularly and will respond to curriculum-based inquiries in a 
timely manner (approximately 24 hours during the work week).



Communication and Support continued

AIS providers and Special Education providers will continue to provide extra supports. 
This will include serving as co-teachers in Zoom sessions, through office hours and study 
halls and scheduled individual and group sessions. 



Summary of changes during Phase II

Instructional methods will include more online and video presentations.  

Assignments will continue to be monitored by teachers and feedback will be provided.

  Assessments will become more common and at most levels will include due dates for assignments and learning 
activities.  

Non-compliance with these models of learning will affect student progress and limit the ability for teachers to 
provide feedback to your child.  We will make every effort to support students with disabilities and those who lack 
internet service with hands-on materials.


